Agenda

Director’s Update | Kristi Park, TDL

Digital Preservation Management Workshop | Dr. Nancy McGovern, MIT Libraries

Upcoming Events | Lea DeForest, TDL

Open Floor: Questions and discussion | Kristi
Director's Update

Member updates and TDL goings-on

Kristi Park, TDL Director
New resource

Texas Data Repository documentation is now on Confluence

https://texasdigitallibrary.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/TDRUD/overview
DuraSpace Summit 2018

- https://docs.google.com/document/d/1deLwkIVBlljJMFFxjreNlxqxx8_BCd836zCAf-ofvMMA/edit#heading=h.o39hgcjhwar3

- DSpace 7 development
  https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+Release+7.0+Status
Digital Preservation Management: Implementing Short-term Strategies for Long-term Problems

Digital Preservation Management Workshop

Dr. Nancy McGovern, MIT Libraries
DPMW July 22 – 27, 2018

Digital Preservation Management Workshop

July 22 – 27, 2018

Trinity University Coates Library

Tuition discounted for TDL members
Dr. Nancy McGovern & DPMW

About Dr. McGovern

About DPM Workshop
Highlights

We share:
- a framework work for building your DP approach
- an approachable roadmap for DP good practice
- DP management tools and techniques
- our cumulative experience
- examples and resources to help with next steps

You bring:
- examples from your institutions
- questions and curiosity
- a willingness for collaborative work and fun!

Each workshop is the start of a cohort you can join and build...
Application required to register for DPMW

Apply by Friday, April 27

Link to application on TDL.ORG.
Coming Up
Upcoming events in the TDL universe
Lea DeForest, TDL Communication Strategist
Getting ready for

DPLA

Live conversation with the Digital Public Library of America
Thursday April 26 @ 1230 pm CST

@dpla  #MetadataMixer  @TXDigLibrary

@TXDigLibrary
Questions?

Visit www.tdl.org or email info@tdl.org for more information.
Thank you

Thank you for participating in this month’s TDL Member Forum.
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